
ANNEX V

SCOR WORKINGGROUP 36 (WITH ACMRR & ACOMR)

COASTAL AND EQUATORIAL UPWELLING PROCESSES

Report of 3rd Meeting, Banyuls-sur-Mer, France, 8-11 September 1975

SCOR WG 36 met at Laboratoire Arago, University of Paris, Banyuls-sur-Mer, France,
8-11 September 1975.

The following members of WG 36 attended the meeting:
Dr KN. Fedorov (USSR)Chairman; Dr RC. Dugdale (USA)Chairman of the biological panel;
Dr D.H. Cushing (UK); Dr G. Hempel (FRG); Dr R Margalef (Spain); Dr H. Minas (France);
Dr E. Mittelstaedt (FRG); Dr B. Saint-Guily (France); Dr RL. Smith (USA); Professor S. Zuta
(Peru).

Professor H. Charnock (UK) had been invited to attend as a representative for ACOMR/
WMO, but was unable to do so.

Dr D. Nehring (GDR), Dr Y.I. Sorokin (USSR)and Dr K. Yoshida (Japan) were unable
to attend.

Dr A. Huyer (USA)parttc ipated in the discussions of the Working Group as an observer.

1. Progress of pertinent research over the past year

The following is a summary of the exchange of views between the Group members on the
major results of upwelling research by various laboratories over the past year.

Upwelling areas may be considered to be a natural laboratory in which physical and
biological processes are intensified (in comparison with the open ocean), and therefore can be
more readily observed.

Phytoplankton growth rates are closely linked to wind events because the growth rates
are reduced by vertical mixing.

General distribution of phytoplankton can be described in the North West Africa region,
although there is great variability. There is biological evidence in the form of indicator species
of a deep poleward flow. Patches themselves may have an internal structure as they appear to
contain sheets or laminations.

It is now possible to separate both dissolved oxygen and nutrients into fractions of bio-
logical origin and mechanical (mixing) origin. Off N.W. Africa total nitrogen uptake correlates
very well with the biologically produced oxygen in the classical ratios. The presence of an
ammonia layer may be associated with one-celled upwelling Circulation - it does not appear when
the circulation consists of two cells. Atmospheric oxygen fraction is high when ammonia is low
and vice versa.

It is important to determine whether adult anchovies can survive and grow on a mainly
phytoplankton diet, or whether they eat mainly zooplankton. The controversy remains.

The Coastal upwelling regime is limited to a narrow region, not broader than 50 Km off-
shore. Upwelling further offshore is very likely due to larger-scale divergence of the wind field.
There is now much information as to how various layers (Ekman layers, compensation layer,
under-current) in the narrow coastal zone respond to local winds. Larger scale circulation is
less known but very important for all coastal upwelling systems, e. g. as a source of water for the
under-current.

Processing and first analyses of JOINT-1 *) current meter and hydrographic data are
now complete. Results are contained in itA compendium of physical observations from JOINT-1"
by Barton et al, in papers by Mittelstaedt et al, and Barton et al. There are now observations on
the transition from the non-upwelling season (winter) to the upwelling seasons (spring and summer)
off Oregon. The transition seems to be very rapid and dramatic. In the 1975 upwelling season off
Oregon, current meters were moored on mid continental slope. This will allow comparison with
conditions off Africa during JOINT-1 and in particular comparison of the undercurrents in the two

*) CINECA and CUEA expedition to Northwest Africa in February-May 1971.
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regions. Theoretical studies in CUEA include the propagation of forced and free barotropic shelf
waves, the interaction between barotropic and baroclinic waves, and effects of non-uniform shelf
topography.

Observations off Oregon and Washington indicate significant alongshore coherence in
currents and sea level at the event time scale over distances exceeding 200 km.

In the Oregon upwelling regime, anomalies in the T-S characteristics may be indicative
of either horizontal or vertical advection and mixing. T-S anomalies therefore may possibly be
used to distinquish between the one- or two-celled circulation. The layering forming between
upwelling events may be the result of inertial motion.

An El Nino watch cruise was conducted in an attempt to verify the existence of predicted
El Nino conditions. Results showed abnormal conditions (suggestive of El Nino) in February 1975,
but there was a return to more normal conditions in March and April.

Studies of transient upwelling (several hours to several days) are being conducted in the
Gulf of Lion. Studies of equatorial upwelling in the Gulf of Guinea in the vicinity of Abidjan have
also begun. There, oscillations of 14 and 40-50 days in sea level and temperature have been
detected. In the Gulf of Guinea it is common to observe coastal upwelling during weak local wind.

Peruvian scientists have been studying alongshore variations of upwelling and are
presently planning to study four sites: at 5°, 8°, 12° and 15° S. New projects include environ-
mental studies, El Nino study and study of fish for human consumption.

First published results are now available from the 1974 AKADEMIKKURCHATOV(USSR)
equatorial and Peru upwelling cruise. Although this cruise was not specifically designed to study
the connection between the two upwellings, their comparison proved extremely useful and interes-
ting.

METEOR and DISCOVERY completed a N.W. Africa upwelling survey (AUFTRIEB-75)
in January-March 1975. Three lines of current meters were placed at 25°N, 23°N and 21°40'
with three moorings each in depths of 60, 500 and 2,000 m. Observations included hydrography
and productivity sections, studies of patches, benthic sections, and aircraft observations of sea
surface, temperature and chlorophyll. JOINT-1 and AUFTRIEB-75 results indicate that there
are more sardine eggs than expected from the local sardine catch, and that most spawning occurs
inshore. Species separate so that horse mackerel is at the shelf break and sardines and anchovies
are nearer shore.

2. Reports of symposia and plans for future discussions

The report of the 1974 El Nino Workshop has been prepared and is available from FAO
or IOC. It will be distributed to all members of Working Group 36. The Working Group welcomes
the IOC initiative in stimulating El Nino studies through organizing the workshop meetings and
ERFEN field programme and expresses the hope that international assistance will be provided to
IMARPE and other institutions involved, in acquiring the necessary instruments and equipment and
in processing oceanographic data.

Abstracts are available for the Third International Symposium on Upwelling Ecosystems
in Kiel. Text of the invited papers and a few contributed papers will be published. Abstracts of
papers presented at the Upwelling Symposium at the IUGG meeting in Grenoble have been published
by IAPSO. Papers presented at the Liege Shelf Dynamics workshop will be published in due course.
Future events include the 1976 Joint Oceanographic Assembly, 1977 CINECA Symposium, and the
1978 Fourth International Symposium on Upwelling Ecosystems.

Working Group 36 felt that SCOR should recommend holding the proposed Fourth Upwel-
ling Ecosystems Symposium in 1978 in Peru with possible assistance from Unesco.

For the symposium on Regional Studies of Dynamics and Productivity, at the Joint
Oceanographic Assembly in 1976, the Working Group tentatively recommended to the convenor,
Dr K.N. Fedorov, the following topics and speakers:

1. Review of physical aspects of coastal upwellings - R.L. Smith or M. Tomczak.
2. Review of biology of coastal upwellings - R.T. Barber.

3. Physics and biology of equatorial upwelling - M. Vinogradov or M. Flint.

4. Mediterranean special features of dynamics and productivity - Gascard or Nival •.:
or Equatorial front - speaker to be selected.
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5. Biology of Peruvian upwelling (with emphasis on higher trophic levels) - H. Santander.

6. Upwelling domes - Voituriez.

3. New terms of reference
SCOR WG 36 noted the new terms of reference as stated by SCOR (Proceedings, V. 10,

No.2, 1975).

4. Comparison of equatorial and coastal upwellings
The Group had at its disposal copies of Vol. 102 "Transactions of the Institute of

Oceanology, Acad. ScL USSR" containing papers on the results of 1974 studies of Equatorial and
Peruvian Upwellings. A summary of pertinent information on the Equatorial Upwelling was pre-
sented by Dr Fedorov. An extended discussion followed on various aspects of the phenomenon.
However, the Group was not yet ready to make a detailed comparison between equatorial and
coastal upwelling. Instead, a list of questions for future research was formulated as follows:

1. Does equatorial upwelling have seasonal cycles in every ocean?
2. How different are its various manifestations in different oceans?
3. Does equatorial upwelling occasionally cease or weaken during seasons when it is

normally strong?
4. How wide is the upwelling zone? Is it wider than the equatorial undercurrent?
5. What is the maximum depth from which water is upwelled?
6. Where is the equatorial upwelling strongest?
7. What is the residence time of water in the equatorial undercurrent?
8. What is the connexion between equatorial and low latitude coastal upwellings?
9. How is El Nino related to the Pac ific equatorial upwelling?

10. Why is biological productivity lower at the equator than in coastal upwellings?
11. Is there effective recyc ling of nutrients and re -seeding of water in the equatorial

upwelling system?
12. Does occasional weakening of upwelling around the Galapagos signify corresponding

weakening of the Cromwell current?
13. Why are higher trophic levels not abundant along the equator?
14. Do the warmer minimum temperatures of equatorial as opposed to coastal upwelling

affect the biological productivity?
15. Is equatorial upwelling closely tied to the equatorial undercurrent, and

OSCillating about the equator with it?
16. What is the effect of weakening or strengthening of the trade winds on the

equatorial upwelling velocity?

5. Specific features of some less studied upwelling areas
(i) Cabo Frio, Brazil. Dr Minas reported on studies of the coastal upwelling off Cabo Frio

conducted by Valentin and Kempf. There is an attempt to utilize this upwelling for
aquaculture by pumping water from 45 m depth. The success of this experiment will
depend on the presence of upwelled water at this depth. As upwelling is seasonal there,
the aquaculture will have to be seasonal.

(it) Somali-Arabian and Antarctic. Information presented at the 1974 and 1975 symposia
was insufficient for detailed consideration by the Group. The Group hopes that increased
investigations will be conducted in those areas under MONEXand I80S, with special
attention being paid to upwelling phenomena.

6. Formulation of problems for future research
(a) Physical aspects

A considerable amount of pertinent data has been collected during upwelling studies of
1974 and 1975 near the N.W. African, Peruvian and Oregon coasts. The response to upwelling
events (several days of strong favourable winds) is fairly well understood. The hydrography and
long-Shore flow responds rapidly to wind fluctuations. Detailed descriptions are now available in
the literature for the Oregon and N.W. African upwelling regimes. However, in spite of the very
intensive programmes of current measurements, with both moored current meters and cyclosondes,
the general low-frequency picture obtained does not provide an unambiguous distinction between
one-cell, two-cell and possibly other schemes of upwelling and their dependence on the stratifica-
tion, shelf-width and configuration, wind force, and other factors. The time scales for which the
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various schemata are relevant is not clear. It is not unlikely that a two-cell scheme of upwelling
and maybe a two-cell transverse circulation over the upwelling area, including both the shelf and
partly the slope zone are transient (tidal and inertial time scale) features of the upwelling process.
These features may perhaps not show up in a quasi-stationary view of upwelling. Further cyclo-
sonde measurements and numerical model simulations are necessary to elucidate this problem.

Related to this problem is the question of upwelling fronts, the existence of which may
be indicative of multi-cell circulation in the upwelling zone. It is not yet understood whether
sharp fronts with high horizontal and/or vertical shears and density gradients are characteristic
of every upwelling region. It is worth studying whether high salinity gradients associated with
river discharge (as in the Oregon case) or any other local conditions are also associated with
more frequent appearances of sharp upwelling fronts, while rather uniform salinity conditions
(e.g. in the Peruvian upwelling) are accompanied by less frequent front formation. One may per-
haps hypothesize that fronts would be more persistent in, say, the Oregon area and short living
and diffuse in the Peruvian upwelling zone. In studying scales of coastal upwelling one may also
try to find out at what maximum distance from the shore thermal or thermohaline fronts are usually
observed.

It has been found that both velocity and temperature fluctuation spectra have strong
inertial and tidal signals in the upwelling zones. It is worth finding out whether such signals in
temperature fluctuations are associated with vertical oscillations or with horizontal oscillatory
motions across isotherms. It is not unlikely that the vertical structure interleaving is caused by
such horizontal oscillatory motions at fronts during the periods between intensive upwelling events.
Such interleaving on the horizontal scale of 3-5 km (and possibly more) may create sharp vertical
density gradients with consequent redistribution of planktonic organisms.

The basic three-dimensionality of coastal upwelling needs to be addressed in future
observation studies. The three-dimensionality means that, in general, one cannot describe the
upwelling process only in terms of the flow in a single section normal to the coast and using only
local winds. This is manifested in the effect of the longshore variation of bottom topography, the
propagation of low frequency baroclinic shelf waves, etc. It is now apparent both in theory and
observations that the curvature of the midshelf bathymetry and of the shelf break is more impor-
tant than the curvature of the coastline in determining the alongshore flow, its variability, and the
magnitude of upwelling. The existence and effect of free and forced shelf waves in the coastal
upwelling region has been studied extensively in theory. Observations off Oregon and Washington
support the propagation of coherent fluctuations in the current over substantial distances (200 km)
but the distinction between barotropic and baroclinic modes, and forced and free waves is not clear
in the present observations. strong suspicions of the contribution of baroclinic free shelf waves
to upwelling exist in the data from the Gulf of Guinea where upwelling is apparently not tied to
local winds.

Tied to the three-dimensionality questions are questions on the poleward undercurrent.
Some present models link the undercurrent with the coastal upwelling process and indicate its
existence may be tied to local curvature of the bathymetry. Observations (both biological and
physical) suggest that it is a larger-scale feature exhibiting a persistence and meridional extent
that indicates the undercurrent is part of the general eastern boundary current system. It is pos-
sible that the upwelling process may locally enhance the undercurrent and also feed upon it (draw
from it part of the upwelling water). Since the existence, persistence and extent of the under-
current is of considerable importance to the ecology of upwelling regions, as well as of considerable
interest with regard to the physical dynamics, future measurements in upwelling regions should
consider its extent, both offshore and onto the shelf and its variability, and consider ways to esti-
mate residence times of water in the undercurrent.

The question as to the significant time-scales involved in coastal upwelling processes is
of continuing importance. The diurnal, event, and seasonal time-scales clearly are important in
biological and physical dynamics. Many of the questions remaining and the problems posed above
result from our ignorance of the relation between the processes occurring on three different scales.
Much of the work of the past several years has concentrated on the event scale (several days to a
few weeks). This is partly due to the relatively recent 'discovery' of the existence and importance
of the event-long time-scale, and to the fact that it is a 'convenient' time-scale for contemporary
research techniques. There is particularly need for investigations on the seasonal scale both for
understanding the effect of coastal upwelling on the higher trophic levels and the relation (inter-
action) of coastal upwelling with the larger scale, dynamics (e.g. the eastern boundary currents).
The need for information on and understanding of processes on the seasonal time-scale will
necessitate different research strategies.
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There is a need for quantitative statistical indices for coastal upwelling regions,
especially with regard to wind since it is the major driving force for coastal upwelling. The
importance of the event time-scale in the upwelling process has shown the need for indices and
statistics that reveal the intermittency of the upwelling producing wind, as well as the strength.
For example, monthly mean wind stress (or equivalently the Ekman transport directed offshore) is
not sufficient to characterize the differences between upwelling regions since the intermittency of
favourable winds and the variability of strength appears to be as important to the biological pro-
cesses as the monthly mean wind stress.

(b) Biological aspects
The coupling between the primary production and the higher trophic levels remains one

of the most difficult functions to understand in coastal upwelling ecosystems. Analysis of recent
data obtained from N.W. Africa has confirmed the view that the shelf region is characterized by
small zooplankton and the shelf break by euphausiid populations. However, there are still no
indications of the mean residence time of these zooplankton populations in the water masses in
which they reside. Although the maximum distances travelled are compatible with the generation
times as suggested in the previous report of this Working Group, it may be assumed that the mean
longshore velocity is reduced by vertical migrations. Coupling of the sites of production of
phytoplankton and grazing, however, remains a largely unknownprocess. A mid-shelf series of
observations made off N.W. Africa recently showed an association between the quantity of phyto-
plankton during calm periods and the quantity of zooplankton population with no evident time lag.

Biological oceanographers studying upwelling have been adapting observational and
analytical techniques from physical oceanographers. Even more attention should now be given to
carrying out field programmes in which the biological and physical observations can be overlaid
in time and space and thus can be analyzed with the same statistical techniques on the same scales.
An advantage obtained from conducting such experiments is that the various time and distance
scales can be recognized and separated into the various components. For example, the correla-
tion between surface winds and shelf currents in upwelling areas is now known to be close and,
even more remarkably, the longshore coherence in shelf currents of the Washington and Oregon
coast has been found to be very high. These results suggest that appropriately designed biological
time series observations on a slope or shelf in an upwelling area may yield new insights into the
coupling of trophic levels and the primary production mechanism. The successive appearance of
identifiable cohorts of copepod species at downstream stations would provide rates of downstream
drift that could be compared with water velocities and at the same time provide some information
on growth rates, and thus on secondary production. The absence of such cohorts in the down-
stream system would yield important information on the space scales of secondary production.
N.W. African observations of contemporaneous peaks in copepods and diatom bloom need to be
studied further in other areas with finer resolution in time.

The demonstrated presence of the undercurrent as a consistent longshore feature of
coastal upwelling associated with the general circulation and thus with the seasonal time-scale
suggests that biological time series in the undercurrent would be highly desirable, giving the same
general kinds of information for euphausiids, for example, as the shelf time-series should yield
for the smaller zooplankton.

The deployment of such one, two or three-dimensional experiments would require con-
siderable expansion in manpower or an improvement in observational techniques and equipment.

A certain variability of biological productivity related to the high and low winds was
observed off N.W. Africa. Under high winds, upwelling occurs at the break with the peak of
nutrients and a production up to '4gCjm2jday. During the low wind system, '!fwe lling occurs
inshore and nutrients decay seaward and the mean production is about 2gCjm jday, the lowest
rate (0. 7gCjm2jday) being in the freshly upwelled water near the coastline. When a low wind
system is succeeded by a high wind one, the new upwelling at the shelf break is added to the system.
When the reverse occurs, the shelf break water retreats inshore and mixes with that upwelling
there. The wind regime is intermittent and so each system inherits some properties of its prede-
cessor. Hence there might be a case for sampling across the high and low wind systems to esti-
mate an average condition and perhaps its variability.

The life history and development rates of the zooplankton in upwelling areas are not well
known and they should be studied in the traditional ways.

The biological models used may be put in Simplified form: PI = Po exp (R-G)t, where Po
is the initial quantity of algae and P I that after time t, R is the algal productivity rate and G the
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mortality due to grazing. Present models have used inserted values of R, G and Po to predict PI
and they have been quite successful. Another way is to observe PO,PI and R and obtain G.
Provided that the time intervals are fairly short, 2 or 3 days, it should be possible to obtain a
number of measures of G within patches of upwelled water, which might be correlated at first with
zooplankton dry weight. Subsequently, the grazing mortality should be partitioned by dominant
species, sizes of developmental stages of the grazers as our knowledge of their life histories
improves.

Any attempt to relate plankton distribution ('patches') with an increasing detailed know-
ledge of environmental variables (circulation cells, eddies, and so on) cannot be solely based on
the conventional and possibly very limited sets of plankton samples, but requires an increase in the
number of these samples or an increase in the information to be extracted from a limited number
of samples distributed in space and time. This can be done through the intensified use and even-
tual further development of methods of continuous automatic recording on moorings and use of such
devices as fluorometers, Coulter's and Boyd's counters, and so on. Studies on small scale dis-
tribution of oxygen and some elements (phosphorus, metals) can help to ascertain recycling going on
in small structures and help to define shape and age of such structures. Experimental work on the
biology of complex plankton systems is much needed, including in-situ studies of artificial upwel-
lings, studies of the effects of light in deep water, for instance, to ascertain the significance and
importance of 'needs' of populations, and eventual natural chelators or relevant chemical com-
pounds. Further intensification of taxonomic studies and development of more reliable methods
for phytoplankton census (dilution cultures, scanning electron microscopy of filters with plankton
retained on them) should be encouraged.

7. Long term plans for upwelling research
The following summary was given informally by the Group members to the best of their

knowledge. Naturally, it is incomplete both in terms of the expeditions planned and in terms of
countries (particularly coastal ones) participating in these and other expeditions.

1. Marine environmental project of IMARPE (Instituto del Mar del Peru)
This project, to be carried out from 1975 onwards, comprises two basic parts:
a) The coastal upwelling, with intense observations at four coastal areas about 5"s,

80S, 12"s and 15"s, with emphasis at 8° Sand 15"s, espec ially the latter into the
JOINT II of CUEA. It is expected to get co-operation for the area about 5Os in
connection with the equatorial upwelling.

b) EI Nino phenomenon, with the participation of Colombia, Ecuador and Chile, and
the support of the IOC and the SPC (South Pacific Commission of Ecuador, Peru
and Chile). During this study, a seasonal monitoring will be carried out of the
area giving special attention to the fluctuations of the equatorial front, the
variability and the extension of the Cromwell Current east of the Galapagos Islands.
A good understanding of the circulation in the easter n South Pacific Ocean should
be obtained. The programme of observations includes physical, chemical and
biological measurements and sampling and is meant to provide a good basis for
further prediction of the oceanographic conditions.

2. CUEA (off Peru)

March - May 1976
July - September 1976
March - May 1977

THOMPSON and ALPHA HELIX
EAS'IWARD
3 major US ships

3. North-West Africa

1977 METEOR (FRG)
September 1976 CHARCOT (France) - to Guinea Dome

4. Equatorial Atlantic

1977 ORSTOM studies of Gulf of Guinea
1988 METEOR (FRG)

5. South-West Africa

Late 1975 ATLANTIS II (USA)
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February 1977 MARION DUFRESNE (France)

6. Arabian Sea

Early 1976 AKADEMIC KURCHATOV (USSR)

7. Antarctic Divergence

8. Galapagos Islands

The Group thought that SCOR might advise the IOC and through it the Government of
Ecuador on the desirability of conducting regular marine meteorological, physical,
chemical and biological observations in the area of the Galapagos Islands to monitor
the interconnections between the upwelling along the west coast of South America and
the Equatorial upwelling in the Pacific Ocean and the development of El Nino conditions.

8. Other matters and future activities of the Group

The Group discussed various aspects of eventual use of satellites and orbiting labora-
tories for observation and monitoring of upwelling associated phenomena. It was recognized that
the remote sensing technique in the upwelling studies may be useful if it can provide information
which it is otherwise impossible or more expensive to obtain by conventional oceanographic means.
It was felt that any recommendations to this effect should be very specific in terms of the descrip-
tions of the phenomena to be observed and of the accuracies and reso lution with which the desirable
parameters have to be measured. The Group agreed to proceed with working out such recommen-
dations through correspondence.

The Group was strongly convinced that some changes in its composition should be made
during the interim period. Especially, biological and physical modellers should be added to the
Group or invited to attend the next full meeting which should be shaped to address the new direc-
tions and problems that will become clear during the extenSive set of meetings and symposia
already scheduled.

The Group was of the opinion that in view of the great number of upwelling studies con-
ducted over the past few years, the Working Group should not meet formally until the results of
these studies are assessed in the laboratories and institutions. Consequently, only informal
consultations between the Chairman and the other Group members present at the Joint Oceanogra-
phic Assembly in Edinburgh were foreseen for 1976. The Group will continue working through
correspondence and eventually establish the date of its next formal meeting.
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